Daily updates on privacy stories in the news.

« Protect Privacy By Limiting List Brokerage | Main | Plans for a DOJ Privacy Officer »

Artists Create Tools to Decode Data Collection, Sale

Artists Beatriz da Costa, Jamie Schulte, and Brooke Singer have created the "Swipe Toolkit," a website with:

A barcode decoder, which allows users to read the information encoded into a driver's license.
Information on how to obtain your personal data from data brokers.
A Data Calculator, that shows where personal information is collected, and how much the data brokers charge for it.

The Swipe Toolkit.

The Swipe Project.
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Take Action
Defend Student Privacy.
Opt Out of Marketing:
http://www.opt-out-now.info/

#privacy Tweets

@maynon2013 @StuartDillon1 prob is kids 2 day hv no concept of #privacy put whole lives online 4 world 2 view. Sleepwalking in2 police state

@RodrigueJonhson
The traditional smartphone flagship is sinking, but don’t count it out just yet: Smartphone...
fxn.ws/1Ogf1r1 #security #privacy
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